COM2D20 - Two 6” Drawers - One AV Shelf
A '20 Series' Cabinet

COM2D20 combines an AV shelf with two 6" drawers.
It features a reinforced top, capable of carrying a TV
weighing up to 200 pounds, without the need for an
additional top. It's the ultimate all-in-one TV stand and a
great stacking module.
COM2D20 is sized like all 20.5" high cabinets, so it can integrate seamlessly
into any configuration. Full extension sliders provide access to every inch of
drawer space - and the safety interlocking feature allows only one drawer to
open at a time. The wiring cutouts at the back of the shelf enables you to
keep your electronics connected to your TV and your power source.
COM2D20 combines 2 drawers, which together will hold 240 DVDs or 540
CDs (1080 in slimline cases), with an AV shelf that has room for two
electronic components. This module can be extremely useful in configurations
where only 2 components are required. It can also be used for electronics that
need to be exposed at all times for your remotes, while other components can
be tucked away in flip-door pullout cabinets.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 78 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 37.75" W x 20.5" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer: 34" W x 6" H x 18" D
Shelf Space: 35" W x 5 " H x 20" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer / TV capacity: 200 lb
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors
Lock: Standard
FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Includes hardware for connecting when stacking

- Reinforced top supports a TV weighing 200 lb without the need of a top
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off the
floor. Levelers rest in dimples topside for positioning when stacking
- Provides dust-free space efficient CD/DVD storage.

CAPACITY: 540 CDs or 240 DVDs in standard packaging. 1080 discs in slimline cases. 2000+ in paper or plastic sleeves.
MATCHING CABINETS
COM2D20 shares the
dimension of the cabinets
here. Useful when designing
configurations that line up.
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OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / MICA TOP / METAL TOP / MEDIA DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS / LABEL HOLDERS
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